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Defining SoTL

What is the “Scholarship of  Teaching & Learning?”

A synthesis of teaching, learning, and research in higher 
education that aims to bring a scholarly lens—the curiosity, 
the inquiry, the rigor, the disciplinary variety—to what 
happens in the classroom. 

-Vanderbilt

Encompasses a broad set of practices that engage teachers 
in looking closely and critically at student learning in order 
to improve their own courses and programs, and to share 
insights with other educators who can evaluate and build 
on their efforts.

-Hutchings, et al. (2011)

An approach that marries scholarly inquiry to any of the 
intellectual tasks that comprise the work of teaching –
designing a course, facilitating classroom activities, trying 
out new pedagogical ideas, advising, writing student 
learning outcomes, evaluating programs.

-Schulman (1998)

It involves an ongoing cycle of systematic inquiry using 
discovery, observation, reflection, and evidence-based 
methods to research effective teaching and student 
learning. The process and results are reviewed by peers 
and shared with colleagues.

-SF



SoTL Characteristics

1. Question 

2. Systematic Inquiry (evidence)

3. Reflection 

4. Making Public 

Who is doing the work: Faculty across disciplines

- diverse, creative, nuanced

- multi-methods approach

- varying interpretations; new questions

- disciplinary & interdisciplinary



SoTL as Framework

1. Question 

2. Systematic Inquiry (evidence)

3. Reflection 

4. Making Public 

Who is doing the work: Faculty across disciplines

Framework to improve (teachers 

&) teaching and enhance (the 

experience of  students &) learning.



(sample) SoTL Projects

 Underestimate how 

long peers’ study

 Misperception is related 

to own study time

 Misperception is related 

to exam performance 

 Correcting 

misperception *might* 

eliminate relationship

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LogmkiN6utk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LogmkiN6utk


Going SoTL

Center for Faculty Excellence

Coming to CFE 2017-2018

Consultation 1 on 1 consultations to discuss teaching or SoTL ideas

Workshops Series on scholarly teaching (active learning, assessment, etc.)

100+ Grants Grants to support large course redesign projects

SoTL Grants “Publication grants” to support investigations/publishing

SoTL Grants “Presentation grants” to support travel for dissemination

“Open Lab” One SoTL lab opens for faculty observation/participation

SoTL Learning 

Communities
Small group(s) of  SoTL-minded researchers, with support

SoTL

Programming
Focus on specific components of  SoTL process (e.g., IRB)
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